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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation 
Power systems in many areas of the country today are expanding. As 
a result, generating units are being placed at greater distances from their 
loads. Because of today's high voltage transmission lines, larger amounts 
of power are being sent over greater distances. These trends in the 
power industry have increased the exposure of power systems and gro~ps 
of power systems to possible large-scale outages. Because quick recovery 
from such outages is the responsibility of the power industry, blackstart 
evaluations of power systems are becoming an increasingly important area 
of interest for electric utilities. 
Power plants that rely on steam to generate bulk electrical power 
require a source of electricity to operate the power plant. This electrical 
power is needed to run large induction motors located at the power plant. 
Among other things, these induction motors run boiler pumps which circulate 
water through the boiler, large fans which circulate air through combustion 
chambers, and, in the case of coal burning plants, pulverizing mills. 
Normally, if a system loses its spinning generation, interconnections with 
other power systems are relied upon to operate these motors during resto-
ration ' attempts. However, in the event of a massive, multicompany power 
outage, a utility might lose its ties with other systems as well as its 
own spinning generation. 
Since waiting for an external source to restore its own system may 
involve an unacceptable amount of time, an alternative for the utility 
would be blackstarting. 
The blackstarting would involve the use of a combustion-turbine 
generating unit (CTG), powered by a gas-turbine engine. These units can 
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be equipped to start without an external source of electrical power. A CTG 
unit could be used to operate the large power plant motors. Most utilities 
today own CTG units and use them for peaking units generally. The CTG 
unit itself might not be located at the power plant requiring start-up. 
The remoteness of the CTG might therefore cause stability and voltage 
problems. 
This paper explores the problem of blackstarting a power plant with 
a remote combustion-turbine generating unit. Through the use of a digital 
computer, simulations are made of induction motor start-ups through a 
transmission system, focussing on stability and voltage level problems 
in the system. An actual array of large induction motors typically found 
in a power plant are tested to determine if they can be blackstarted 
(using a CTG) from a remote location. 
1.2 Literature Search 
Not only is a massive outage of large power systems a possibility, 
it has actually occurred. On December 19, 1978 the Electricite de France 
(EDF) system, similar in many ways to several U.S. power systems, lost the 
majority of its nationwide system load (1]. A major disturbance on the 
French national grid caused shedding of 29.0 GW out of an initial demand 
of 37.2 GW. Power plants that were not isolated on their own auxilliary 
loads had to wait until an electrical source was available from another 
operating plant. Although at this date some utilities have performed 
preliminary evaluations of their blackstart capabilities [2] and . have 
considered blackstart capabilities in their planning processes [3], 
little information in the literature is available on this topic. Some 
studies (4], [5] have researched system restoration, but with the assumption 
of a strong, external source being available for use. 
Three machine models are needed for the computer simulation. An 
appropriate synchronous generator model is required to represent the 
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remote CTG unit. A paper by Lokay and Bolger [6] investigates the effects 
of turbine-generator representations. In a discussion of this paper, 
Kimbark summarizes the authors' study. Results seem to indicate machine 
damping, excitation control and speed-governor action both to be important 
factors to be included in machine modeling. Damping, if neglected, gives 
a more pessimistic stability limit. Therefore, the generator model used 
in this paper includes machine damping. Also of interest is the effect of 
steady-state stability problems which might be caused by exciter control and 
governor action on the CTG unit. The generator model used in this paper is 
the two-axis model developed in Anderson and Fouad [7]. This is a fourth-
order, mathematical model derived from the complete model by neglecting 
subtransient effects. The exciter model used is an IEEE Type I [8], 
that is, a continuously acting regulator and exciter. A third-order 
mathematical model is used to represent governor ~ction of the CTG. Together 
these models represent in sufficient detail the CTG response to system 
disturbances. These models are shown in the following chapter. 
The behavior and modeling of the induction motor has been extensively 
examined in power system stability studies [9], [10], [11]. In a paper by 
Brerton, Lewis and Young [12], several induction motor models are reviewed: 
a model which uses the simple impedance is used when the induction motor 
has a relatively small effect on the system, a model which uses the steady-
state equivalent circuit with only mechanical transients, a model which 
includes both mechanical and electrical transients called the transient 
model, and finally one which includes mechanical, rotor electrical and 
stator electrical ~ransients. 
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Two different model representations are required in the blackstart 
study. A model is needed to represent an induction motor during start-up, 
that is, from standstill to rated slip. This represents a wide range of 
operating conditions. The model needed must be dependent on system 
frequency and motor speed. When an induction motor is brought on-line, 
the voltage at its terminals will dip and an initial rush of current into 
the motor occurs. These dips are important in that a fall in voltage below 
a certain value will cause stalling of the motor and a failure to start-up. 
Both of these effects occur at start-up and reduce as the rotor speed 
increases. In this paper, the model for a motor being started up is one 
utilizing the induction .motor, steady-state equivalent circuit and the 
electrical torque equation. The equivalent circuit is an impedance model 
dependent on rotor slip and is convenient in that it can be inserted into 
the admittance matrix of the system to represent the motor. At zero rotor 
speed, the slip of the rotor equals unity and the equivalent impedance of 
the motor is much smaller than the equivalent impedance at rated speed. 
This model assumes that the electrical transients are much shorter than 
the mechanical transients. This model was chosen for representation during 
start-up because the average torque as opposed to the instantaneous torque 
is of interest during this period. 
A second model is needed to represent the induction motor already 
operating on-line at rated speed and underload. This represents a situ-
ation different from the motor being brought on-line. In the case of 
blackstarting, all motors, whether already operating on-line or being 
started up, are connected to the same bus. Voltage changes brought on 
by the motor being started up are therefore also felt by motors already 
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on-line. As a result, on-line motors could momentarily fall into a 
generation mode if the initial voltage dip is drastic enough. This power 
would come from the flux linkages in the rotor. Therefore, rotor transients 
are important. The induction motor, transient model is used to represent 
the on-line motors in this paper. This model utilizes a voltage behind 
a reactance, and if the terminal voltage drops far enough and fast enough, 
power will be supplied to the system. These induction motor models are 
shown in the following chapter. 
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2 . MACHINE MODELS 
2.1 Generator Model 
The two-axis model for the generator was derived in Anderson [7] 
starting with the complete eighth-order model of a synchronous generator. 
The model is reduced to a fourth-order representation by assuming the 
subtransient responses are negligible compared to the transient effects. 
The transient effects are dominated by the rotor circuits of the ge~erator 
which are the field circuit on the d axis and an equivalent q axis derived 
from the solid rotor. The stator voltage equations assume the change in 
flux linkages of the d and q circuits with respect to time (~d and \q) are 
equal to zero. This reduces the number of electrical equations describing 
the generator to four, that is, two stator circuits and two rotor circuits. 
The electrical equations are 
E' = V + I + X'I d d r d d q 
E~ = vq + riq - xdrd 
dEd = _1_[-E' + (X - X')I J 
dt T~o d q q q 
( 1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Stator Equations (1) and (2) are algebraic because of the assumption 
that ~d and ~ are negligible. Rotor Equations (3) and (4) are differential. q 
E~ and Ed are the q and d axis components of a voltage E' behind the tran-
sient reactance. Equation (1) and (2) suggest the equivalent circuit shown 
in Figure 1. E' corresponds to transient flux linkages in the machine and 
is not constant but changes due to the changes of the flux linkages in the 
rotor circuits. 
7 
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+ 
Figure 1. Equivalent circuit of two-axis generator model. 
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There are two mechanical equations describing the change in rotor angle 
and change in rotor speed with respect to time. The mechanical equations 
are 
In Equation (6), the term Dw represents the machine damping torque. 
is the mechanical torque delivered to the generator through the shaft. 
TEG is the electrical torque, which is derived in Anderson [7]. The 
equation for TEG is 
T = E'I + E'I - (L' - L')I I EG d d q q q d d q 
Symbols: E' d = d axis component of v~ltage 
E' = q axis component of voltage q 
vd = d axis component of terminal voltage 
v = q axis component of terminal vo'ltage q 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
EFD = d axis stator emf corresponding to field voltage excitation 
Id = d axis component of current 
I = q axis component of current q 
' TdO = d axis open-circuit, transient time constant 
-r' = qO q axis, open-circuit, transient time constant 
xd = d axis synchronous reactance 
X 
- q axis synchronous reactance q 
X' = d axis transient reactance d 
X' = q axis transient reactance q 
L' d d axis transient inductance 
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L' q axis transient inductance q 
r = stator resistance 
T:!G = mechanical torque on generator 
TEG = electrical torque on generator 
D = damping coefficient of generator 
HG = inertia constant of generator 
0 = generator rotor angle 
w = generator speed 
2.2 Exciter Model 
The excitation system representation used is an IEEE Type I represen-
tation, which is a continuously acting regulator and exciter, whose block 
diagram is shown in Figure 2. From the block diagram it is seen that this 
is a fourth-order representation. Choosing as state variables EFD' VR' 
v3 and v1 , the differential equations are 
dEID 1 
-- =- [VR- (SE + K__)] dt TE -t: 
= --
1
--[-K (V + V ) - V + KA(VS + VREF)] TA A 3 1 R 
1 
= - [V t - Vl] TR 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
Note that these equations are coupled to the generator equations by EFD 
and V . 
t 
\' 
~ 
VIUIAX 
I< A 
--·----- · / 
VRttiH 
Satun1tlon 
fu1u:tlnn 
st-: = f(F.FU) 
I 
--·· - ------· 
I( + T S 
·~ e 
Figure 2. Block diagram of exciter model (see ref [8]). 
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Symbols: EFD = exciter output voltage 
VR = regulator output voltage 
v3 = stabilizing circuit voltage 
vl = filtered terminal voltage 
TE = exciter time constant 
TA = regulator time constant 
TF = stabilizing circuit time constant 
TR = regulator filter time constant 
KA = regulator gain 
~ = exciter constant 
~ = stabilizing circuit gain 
v :: generator terminal voltage t 
VREF = reference voltage 
vs = other signals 
SE = exciter saturation function 
SE, the exciter saturation function, is a provision made to include the 
effect of saturation in the exciter. (see Anderson [7]). The saturation 
function is approximated by 
SE = ~ exp(BEX EFD) (12) 
~ and BEX are derived from exciter data. Since the value of the 
regulator filter time constant is generally very small, it was assumed 
equal to zero. 
2.3 Governor Model 
The block diagram for the governor is shown in Figure 3. This governor 
diagram was taken from generator data. From the black diagram, it is seen 
that this is a third-order system. Choosing P~ and P~ as state variables, 
the differential equations are 
;.J 
ret 
KA(l + -r 2S) 
(l + -r 1S) + 
Figure 3. Block diagram of governor model. 
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1J 
- ~·1 
1 
13 
(13) 
dPLl 
--= dt (14) 
Note that these equations are coupled to the generator by w, generator 
dw 
speed, dt' generator acceleration and PM. Since the generator equations 
are in terms of TMG' another equation relating the two is 
Symbols: PM = mechanical power input to generator 
p = 0 initial mechanical power input to generator 
pll = change in power input to generator 
Kl = controller power gain 
1'1 = controller lag 
1'2 = controller lead compensation 
-r 3 = overall governor and combustor lag . 
w = generator speed 
wref = initial generator speed 
dw dt = generator acceleration 
2.4 Induction Motor Models 
(15) 
The model representing an induction motor being started utilizes the 
induction motor equivalent circuit shown in Figure 4. This model assumes 
that the mechanical transients are more dominant than the electrical 
transients. The value of slip is calculated and, using the equivalent 
+ 
X 
r 
I 
r 
) 
Figure 4. Equivalent circuit of induction motor during start-up. 
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circuit, the equivalent impedance of the motor at that slip is then known. 
The rotor current, r2 , can be calculated knowing the terminal voltage. 
The equation for electrical torque is 
(16) 
This value of torque is used in the mechanical equation for the machine 
rotor. 
Symbols: rs = stator resistance 
x 5 = stator reactance 
r = rotor resistance (referred to stator) 
r 
xr = rotor reactance (referred to stator) 
x = magnetizing reactance 
m 
w51 = synchronous speed of new motor 
w1 = speed of rotor of new motor 
wSl - wl 
sl = rotor slip = 
TMl = mechanical load torque 
TEl = electrical torque of new motor 
I = moment of inertia of rotor. 
The mechanical torque, TMl' is approximated by an exponential function 
dependent on rotor slip and is given by 
where ~ and ~ are calculated from induction motor data. 
(17) 
(18) 
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The above model is also used to represent the motors already on-line 
during the load flow made prior to the stability analysis. It is inserted 
into the admittance matrix only during the load flow run. 
A different model is used to represent the on-line motors during the 
stability run. The induction motor transient model, shown in Figure 5, is 
a voltage behind a reactance model. The electrical equations are 
_, 
d~ 1 ' d't = -j wszs2 EM- Td,o [~- j ex - X')I] (19) 
' v - ~ = (r5 + jX')I (20) 
_, -* 
TEZ = Re[~ I ] (21) 
The mechanical equation is 
(22) 
£M is the voltage behind the transient reactance and corresponds to rotor 
flux linkages. 
Symbols: X = input reactance at zero slip 
X' = input reactance at unit slip 
Tcio = rot.or open circuit time constant 
~ = inertia constant of motor 
T}12 = load torque of on-line motor 
TE2 = electrical torque of on-line motor 
WS2 = synchronous speed of on-line motor 
wz = speed of on-line motor 
52 slip of on-line motor 
WS2 - w2 
= = 
WS2 
V terminal voltage 
I = terminal current 
17 
X' 
) 
Figure 5. Equival~nt circuit for on-line induction motor. 
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The next chapter describes the digital computer program and the use of 
the models described in this chapter. 
3. BLACKS TART PROGRAM 
Shown in Figure 6 is a flowchart with a general description of the 
program used to simulate a blackstart. A copy of the program, which was 
written in Fortran, can be found in the Appendix. 
Initially, the program reads in all the system data and then builds 
the appropriate network admittance matrix called YBus· In order to 
represent any on-line motors during the load-flow calculations, the 
19 
induction motor equivalent circuit, shown in Figure 3, with the appropriately 
rated slip, is inserted into YBus· With this modified YBUS' along with any 
local scheduled loads due to auxiliary equipment, the intial system voltages 
are calculated by a Newton-Raphson load flow [13]. After the load flow 
is completed, the on-line motor equivalent impedances are removed from 
YBus· The scheduled loads are replaced by equivalent impedances at the 
appropriate bus in YBus· 
The generator and all the on-line induction motors are represented 
as voltages behind impedances. As a _result, YBUS is next modified by 
adding one bus to the system for the generator and one bus for each on-line 
motor and inserting the appropriate impedances. From the bus voltages 
calculated in the load flow, the currents through these new impedances 
can be found and thus the voltages behind each impedance can be found also. 
These pre-startup conditions are used to calculate the initial conditions 
of the generator, exciter, governor and on-line motors. The generator, 
exciter and governor differential equations are solved for the steady-state 
condition. This is accomplished by equating the derivatives to zero. The 
mechanical torque of the on-line motors is found from the power being 
absorbed by the voltage behind the impedance. 
( ) 
Load flow, ~odif:r 'taus, 
fi~d machine inieial 
.:ondicions. 
Set time, t • 0, add new 
:notor co Y .. 1 
Solve neet-1ork. aquacions 
Calculata new ~ot:or speed 
for t "' t + .!.t 
Solve generator, on-~i~e 
~otor diif. aquations. 
Calculata ~ew ~ot~r slip 
for : • t + ~t. update ?!US 
Advance :ime 
Figure 6. Program flow chart. 
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The initial slip of the new motor is set equal to one and used in the 
induction motor equivalent circuit. This circuit is thin inserted into 
YBUS at the appropriate bus as an impedance to ground. It is assumed that 
at the instant the new motor is being brought on-line, all the voltages 
behind impedances of the machine models remain constant. Under these new 
conditions, the remaining bus voltages are found by solving the network 
performance equations using an iterative technique (see [13]). This 
changes all of the terminal currents of the machines at time t = a+. 
The rotor current of the new motor is then found with the bus voltage and 
equivalent circuit. The electrical torque is calculated from the current 
and slip by using Equation (16). The mechanical torque is estimated by 
assuming an exponential torque curve dependent on the slip of the motor. 
The angular speed of the motor is calculated using Equation (17). The 
differential equation is solved using the for,ward Euler method of integration. 
The generator differential Equations (3), (4), (5) and (6) are then 
solved simultaneously along with exciter Equations (8), (9), (10) and (11) 
and governor Equations (13) and (14). These are ·all solved using the 
fourth-order Runge-Kutta method (see [13]). 
The on-line motor differential Equations (15) and (18) are then solved, 
again using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta. These equations yield values of 
rotor slip and voltage for the next time step. 
Wi~h the speed of the new motor and the speed of the generator found 
for the next time step, the slip for the next time step is then calculated. 
This slip is used to update the impedance of the new motor with the 
equivalent circuit. 
Time is then iterated and tested for a maximum value. If the maximum 
value is not yet reached, the updated motor impedance is again inserted 
into YBUS and another time step set of calculations made. 
22 
This program assumes that prior to the new motor being brought on line, 
all other machines are r~nning at steady state. For each motor start-up, 
a separate run of the program is made. 
23 
4. BLACKS TART EVALUATION 
4.1 Blackstart Evaluation - Assumptions 
With the computer program outline in the last chapter, a blackstart 
evaluation of a power plant is made in this chapter. The generator data, 
shown in Table 1 are those of a CTG. Data for the exciter and governor are 
shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. Since the CTG unit is remote, a 
transmission system is required between the CTG and the power plant . induction 
motor load. Figure 7 shows the representation of the transmission system 
being used. The system is simply a 138 kV transmission line with a trans-
former at each end. The CTG bus voltage is 13.8 kV and the induction motor 
bus is 2.3 kV. A base of 100 MVA is used throughout the system. Data for 
the transmission system are shown in Table 4. 
The loads at the power plant end of the transmission system are large 
induction motors being brought on-line in a certain sequence. The data 
for these motors are shown in Table 5. These motors represent the typical 
array needed to operate the boilers powering steam turbines at a power 
plant. The two largest, each a 2500 horsepower boiler pump motor, serve 
to pump water into the boiler. The two 900 horsepower, induced-draught 
(or ID) fan motors draw the flue gases from the combustion chamber of the 
boiler. Next are two 600 horsepower, forced-draught (or FD) fan motors 
which force air into the boiler to help fuel the combustion process. The 
pulverizer mill, which crushes the coal fuel into dust before it enters 
the boiler, is powered by four 350 horsepower motors. Finally, there is 
one ~00 horsepower motor which powers an ash sluice pump [14]. 
Certain assumptions are ~ade in analyzing the blackstart capability 
of this system. Each motor is represented either with the equivalent 
TABLE 1. 
Combustion turbine generator stability data. 
(13.8 kV and 100 MVA base) 
xd = 6.21 p.u. 
Xd_ = 9.43 p.u. 
X = 6.04 p.u. q 
X' = 9.43 p.u. q 
T' do = 5.48 sec 
T' = 0.47 sec qo 
D = 2.0 p.u. 
WR2 
= 101,956 lb-ft2 
24 
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TABLE 2. 
Exciter data. (13.8 kV and 100 MVA base) 
K = A 400.0 
~ = 1.00 
~ = 0.03 
T = A 0.02 sec 
T = E 0.46 sec 
TF 1.00 sec 
TR = 0.005 sec 
SE(max) = 0.66 
SE(75% max) 0.62 
EFD (ma.""<) = 4.43 p.u. 
~D(min) = 0.0 p.u. 
VR(max) = 7.37 p.u. 
VR(min) -6.63 p.u. 
TABLE 3. 
Dynamic reponse parameters for governor. 
(100 MVA base) 
K1 = 0.0158 
"('1 = 0.5 sec 
"('2 = 1.25 sec 
"('3 = 0.10 sec 
TABLE 4. 
Transmission system data. (138 kV and 100 MVA base) 
Transformers: 
~1 = 0.1104 p.u. 
~2 = 0.1389 p.u. 
Transmission Line: 
· ~ = 0.0121 p.u. 
~ = 0.1003 p.u. 
BL = 0.0273 p.u. 
26 
TABLE 5. 
Induction motor data.(2.3 kV and 100 MVA base) 
Rated Rated I xs rs X Function Quantity (WR2) 
r 
RPM HP (p.u.) (p. u.) (p.u.) 
10 fan 2 890 900 900 16.4 2.23 8.94 
FD fan 2 1180 600 375 24.6 4.02 13.4 
-
lla1er Feed 2 3575 2500 400 5.90 0.322 4.83 Pump (BP) 
Pulverizer mi.11 4 880 350 95 34.5 5.74 26.8 
Ash Sluice Pump 1 1770 400 105 33.5 6.70 16.8 
r 
r 
(p.u.) 
4.47 
6.03 
0.912 
11.5 
8.38 
X 
m 
(p.u.) 
484.0 
849.0 
228.0 
938.0 
1040 
N 
-.....,J 
GENERATOR 
BUS 
I 
Figure 7. Transmission system. 
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circuit model during start-up (see Figure 4) or the transient model after 
it has been started (see Figure 5). For each start-up att~mpted, a separate 
run of the program is made. If the start-up is successful, the newly started 
motor is then represented by the transient model on all successive runs. 
During each start-up attempt, the power input to the generator-exciter-
governor system, shown as P0 in Figure 3, is assumed to be constant. At the 
steady-state point reached after a start-up attempt, the frequency of the 
generator will be below 60.0 Hz. This is expected since the generator is 
being loaded. Another assumption made is that P0 is increased an appropriate 
amount so as to allow a frequency of 60 Hz at the beginning of the next 
start-up attempt. 
Protective relays in power systems guard against frequency drops which 
might occur during faults and other disturbances. If the frequency drops 
below a certain preset value, the relays will trip. It is assumed that 
the frequency settings are all 58.5 Hz. Thus, the · system frequency 
cannot fall below this level for a successful start-up. Another stipulation 
for successful start-up is that the terminal voltage cannot fall below a 
certain level. Manufacturer's data state that a minimum vo1tage of 0.90 
per unit is required for start-up. Therefore, the two conditions used 
for criteria determining successful start-up are 
(1) The frequency does not drop below 58.5 Hz and 
(2) The terminal voltage of a motor does not drop below 0.9 per unit. 
Since all of the induction motors are connected to the same bus, only 
monitoring one bus voltage is required. 
An order of start-up is required. The order assumed is 
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(1) 2 Boiler pump motors 
(2) 2 ID fan motors 
(3) 2 FD fan motors 
(4) 4 pulverizer motors 
(5) 1 sluice pump motor 
This order is critical in determining the blackstart capabilities of power 
plant. With the case in point, starting the two boiler pump motors first 
is giving the generator its most disruptive disturbance when it is initially 
unloaded. 
4.2 Blackstart Evaluation - Results 
The first start-up attempted is the case of the two boiler pump motors. 
Figures Sa, Sb and Sc show the results of the run. Figure Sa shows the 
motor terminal voltage vs. time. Two cases are illustrated here. The 
first case was a start-up made with the terminal voltage of the generator 
initially at 1.00 per unit. The voltage at the motor terminals in this 
case dips down to a minimum value of O.SO per unit. Since the motor 
terminal voltage cannot be allowed to drop below 0.90 per unit, this is 
an unseccessful attempt. The other case shown is for initial generator 
terminal voltage of 1.04 per unit, which is an attempt to decrease the voltage 
dip. In spite of the raised generator voltage, however, the motor voltage 
still fell to a value of O.S3 per unit. Tne CTG unit then cannot successfully 
start the two boiler pump motors simultaneously from a- remote location. 
Figure Sb shows the frequency of the system vs. time for both cases. In each 
case, the frequency dips down to approximately 59.77 Hz and then reaches a 
final value of approximately 59.RO Hz. There appears to be no stability 
problems as far as tripping the under-frequency relays in the system because 
these values are well above the settings. Therefore, the only problem is the 
voltage dip at the motor terminals. 
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Figure Sa. Two boiler pump motor start-up, terminal voltage vs. time. 
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Figure 8c. Two boiler pump motor start-up, motor slip vs. time. 
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It is interesting to note that in both Figures Sa and 8b the most 
drastic changes in the frequency and voltage occur around the 2.0 second 
mark. A plot of motor slip vs. time is shown in Figure 8c. It is seen here 
that the motor is reaching its steady-state slip at just about the 
same time. Since this steady-state value of slip is very small, the 
equivalent impedance of the motor is significantly large. During the 
start-up time of the motor, the system is changing constantly and finally 
reaches a steady-state point of operation after the motor reaches a 
constant slip. The reaction of the generator-exciter-governor unit depends 
on the start-up time of each motor. This is the effect desired by using 
the equivalent circuit as a model for induction motor start-up. 
Since starting two boiler pump motors at once produces unacceptable 
voltage dips, an alternative is to start the motors one at a time. This 
increases the equivalent impedance in the circuit of the system. Using .an 
initial generator voltage of 1.00 per unit, however, still causes the motor 
voltage to drop slightly below 0. 90 per unit. t.Jh.en a start-up is made with an 
initial generator voltage of 1.01 per unit, the voltage does stay above the 
minimum requirement. Figures 9a and 9b show the motor terminal voltage vs. 
time and frequency vs. time, respectively. The voltage dips to a value of 
0.90 per unit and then, as the motor reaches rated slip, spikes to a value of 
1.09 pu. For the purposes of this study, this is assumed acceptable and will 
not cause insulation problems in the motor since the voltage spike is very 
short. The frequency change is improved also from the first case and well 
above the limit set for a successful start-up. Next, the second boiler pump 
is started up. 
In the start-up of the second boiler pump motor, the first pump is 
represented by the transient model of the induction motor. In order to keep 
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Figure 9a. One boiler pump motor start-up, terminal voltage vs. time. 
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the motor's terminal voltages above the 0.90 per unit level, the initial 
generator terminal voltage is again set at 1.01 per unit. Also, the power 
input is increased to the generator until a frequency of 60 Hz is obtained. 
Terminal voltage vs. time and frequency vs. time results for starting the 
second pump motor are shown in Figures lOa and lOb, respectively. Since 
this motor is identical to the first, the results are almost identical. 
The main difference is that the voltage spike is reduced to a peak value of 
only 1.08 per unit. 
The response of the motor already on-line can be seen in Figures lOc 
and lOd, which show the magnitude of the voltage behind the reactance vs. 
time and the motor slip vs. time, respectively. The shape of this voltage 
curve is similar in shape to that of the terminal voltage of the motor. 
The slip decreases momentarily, due to the decrease in terminal voltage, 
and then returns to approximately its original value. 
Prior to the e~~t start-up, the frequency is again brought back to 
60 Hz by increasing the power input to the generator. The second boiler 
pump motor is represented by the transient model from now on. Tne next 
step is to start-up the two ID fan motors. These fans have a much smaller 
power rating than the boiler pump motors, 900 horsepower for an ID motor 
compared to 2500 horsepower for a boiler pump motor. The rating for v~o 
fan motors is less than one pump motor. The per unit impedances of the 
ID motors are much greater than those of the boiler pump motors (see Table 5). 
There should be less difficulty in starting the ID fan motors. The results 
agree with this. Figures lla and llb show the terminal voltage vs. time 
and frequency vs. time for this start-up, respectively. The voltage dips 
down to a value of 0.91 per unit and then peaks up to 1.04 per unit before 
reaching steady state at 1.00 per unit. Note here, also, that the generator 
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Figure lOa. One boiler pump motor start-up, one boiler pump on-line, 
terminal voltage vs. time. 
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Figure 10c. One boiler pump motor start-up, one boiler pump motor 
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5.0 
44 
initial terminal voltage has been set back to 1.00 per unit. The spikes that 
occurred with the larger motors are less drastic here also. The frequency 
dips to a value of 59.93 Hz before reaching steady state at a value of 
59.94 Hz. Both of the critical variables stay well above the allowed minimum 
values. Noticeable in both of these figures is the quicker response of the 
system than when the boiler pump motors were started. In the motor slip 
vs. time plot for the ID fan motors, shown in Figure llc, the fans reach 
top speed in approximately 0.5 second. This corresponds well with the 
voltage peak in Figure lla and the frequency dip shown in Figure llb. 
Following their start-up, the two ID fans are represented by the 
transient model for all successive runs. The frequency is again brought 
back to 60 Hz by increasing the power input to the generator. The next step 
is to start up the two FD fan motors. Since these motors are smaller in 
power rating than the ID fan motors, 600 horsepower compared to 900 horse-
power for the ID fan motors, no problems are anticipated in starting both 
motors simultaneously. The results are shown in Figures 12a and . l2b. The 
voltage dips to a minimum of 0.95 per unit and then peaks at a value of 
1.03 per unit and then reaches steady state at 0.99 per unit. The initial 
terminal voltage of the generator was again 1.00 per unit. The frequency 
dips to a minimum of 59.95 Hz and then reaches steady state at 59.96 Hz. 
Again, both of the critical variables stay well above the allowed minimum values. 
The FD motors are then represented by the transient model and the frequency 
is again raised to a value of 60 Hz before the next start-up. The four 
· pulverizer motors which have a rating of 350 horsepower, are started next. 
Since the order of start-up happens to be of decreasing size and power rating, 
all four motors should be able to be started simultaneously. The results 
of the start-up are shown in Figures 13a and 13b. The voltage dips to a 
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Figure llc. Two ID motor start-up, two boiler pump motors on-line, 
ID motor slip vs. time. 
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minimum of 0.93 per unit and then peaks to 1.00 per unit before reaching 
steady state at 0.99 per unit. The initial generator terminal voltage 
was again 1.00 per unit. The frequency dips down to 59.96 and remains 
there at steady state. Again, this is another successful start-up. 
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The four pulverizer motors are then represented by the transient model 
for the last start-up and frequency is again raised to 60 Hz by raising the 
power input to the generator. The last motor to be started up is the ash 
sluice pump motor. This power rating of this motor is 400 horsepower, and 
since only one such motor is being started, no difficulties are encountered 
in the start-up attempt. The results are shown in Figures 14a and 14b. The 
voltage dips to 0.97 per unit and then peaks at 1.00 before reaching steady 
state. The initial terminal voltage of the generator was again 1.00 
per unit. The frequency dips only slightly to 59.99 Hz. 
The resulting start-up order and data are summarized in Table 6. 
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Figure 14a. Sluice pump motor start-up, with all other motors on-line, 
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Start-up Motor Quantity No. 
1 Boiler Feed 1 
Pump 
2 It 1 
3 ID fan 2 
4 FD fan 2 
5 Pulverizer 4 
mill 
6 Ash Sluice 1 
Pump 
TABLE 6. 
Blackstart evaluation results. 
Frequnecy (Hz) Terminal Voltage(P.u.) 
min Steady min Steady State max State 
59.89 59.90 0.90 1.09 1.01 
59.89 59.90 0.90 1.08 1.01 
59.93 59.94 0.91 1.04 1.00 
59.95 59.96 0.95 1.03 0.99 
59.96 59.96 0.93 1.00 0.99 
' 
59.98 59.99 0.97 1.00 0.99 
Initial Generator 
Terminal Voltage 
1.01 
1.01 
-
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
(p.u.) 
IJ1 
w 
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5. EFFECT OF DAMPING COEFFICIENT 
As was mentioned in Section 1.2, if the generator model does not 
include machine damping, stability limits tend to be pessimistic. The 
manufacturer's data obtained for the combustion turbine generator did not 
include a value for the damping coefficient. A value of 2.0 per unit was 
chosen to represent the damping as this is a typical value. If the actual 
value of the damping coefficient is less than this value, the results 
obtained in the last section would yield frequency swings less drastic 
than in actuality. To see the effect of machine damping in the generator, 
simulations are made in starting up a single boiler pump motor through the 
transmission system. Four different cases are studied varying the damping 
coefficient, D (see Equation (5)), with values of 0.0, 2.0, 4.0 and 6.0 per 
unit. The frequency swings are shown in Fig.,l5 for all four cases. 
As expected, the swing is greatest when the damping coefficient 
was 0.0 per unit. This represents the case of neglecting the machine 
damping totally. Even in this case, however, the · frequency reaches a 
steady-state minimum of 59.83 Hz. Since starting the boiler pump motor 
was the worst case for frequency swing, it can be assumed that even with 
machine damping neglected in the generator, the same procedure followed 
in the last chapter can still be used. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The objective of this thesis was to study the effects of utilizing 
remote, combustion-turbine generators for blackstarting a power plant. 
Using a computer stability program developed in this paper, an actual 
power plant was studied to determine if its steam-turbine generator could 
be blackstarted using a remote, combustion-turbine generator. 
Previously developed machine models were discussed and chosen. . A 
two-axis model was chosen to model the remote generator. To include 
possible steady-state stability effects, an exciter and governor model 
were included. Thus, a tenth-order, mathematical model describing the 
generator-exciter-governor unit was developed. Two models were chosen to 
represent the large induction motors. One induction motor equivalent 
circuit was used to represent a motor when it·is being started up, and a 
different model was used to represent a motor already running on-line. 
These models were then incorporated into a stability program. Then 
an actual power system was studied to determine its blackstart capability. 
Under-frequency relay settings and minimum start-up voltage were used as 
criteria for determining a successful start-up·. Then, using a certain 
order for start-up, the motors were brought on-line, either in a group of 
the same type or one by one. 
The terminal voltage of the boiler pump motors caused the only problems. 
These problems were alleviated by starting them up one at a time and raising 
the generator terminal voltage during each start-up. All other start-ups 
appear to occur successfully. 
The only problems occurring were the terminal voltages of the motors. 
It is important to keep the voltage levels from dipping below the 0.9 per 
unit mark to avoid stalling. The voltage spikes occurring with larger 
motors were assumed not to have harmful effects on the induction motors. 
All frequency levels remained well above the under-frequency relay 
settings, even if the machine damping of the generator was neglected. 
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Thus, the voltages of the induction motors seem to be the limiting 
factor in the order of start-up artd quantity of motors to be started at 
one time. No stability problems were encountered. It appears, therefore, 
that this combustion-turbine generator can be used to remotely blackstart 
the power plant. 
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APPENDIX 
PROGRAM LISTING 
60 
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1 PROGRAM BLACKCINPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=0UTPUT) 
• ... • 
4 
5 
COMPLEX YC16,16),YIMC16),zQ,zP~ZEQ,V,I2,I3,BLOAD<16),pQW,GENI 
COMPLEX VBC16>,ZBC16,16),ZC12),ZMC12),Z2<12),Z3<12>,zD2,zD3 
COMPLEX ZN(4),ZMNC4),Z2N(4),Z3NC4),yiMN(4),VMONC200),EKEX 
COMPLEX JAY,DUM,IRV,VEE 
6 
7 M 
INTEGER ABUS,BBUS,BUS,LMAX2<12),BUC12),TYPEC12),NIM<12) 
INTEGER NIMN(4),BUN<4),0LNlJM 
8 REAL NG,VMC16),VA<16),IBASE,SLIP<12,200),IXC12),WIMC4f200) 
9 REAL K,VMM,VMA,CGC13),GV<15),IXNC4),KA,KE,KF,CON2C4) 
10 DIMENSION YMC16,16),YAC16,16),R2C12),R3C12),FSC200) 
11 DIMENSION TIMEC200),SLIPNC4,200),R2N(4),R3NC4>,CON1C4) 
12 R~AL BKC12),TDOC12>,TLC12),IP,IQ 
13 COMPLEX XPRIMEC12),VTER,IKC12),EKC12,200),VK<12),X0EN,VGEN 
14 C READ IN NUMBER OF BUSES 
16 
F\EADC5,10)BUS 
10 FORMAT<bX,I2) 
l? XPI=4.0*ttTi·~tNC1.0) 
18 JAY=CMPLXCO.O,l.O) 
19 K=1.5**0.5 
20 C INITIALIZE YBUS,LOADS TO ZERO 
21 DO 11 I=1,BUS 
22 BLOAD<I>=Co.o~o.O> 
24 
DO 11 J=l,E:US 
Y(I,J)=(O.O!~O.O> 
l1. CONTINUE 
26 C DETERMINE YBUS 
27 WRITEC6,12> 
2s 12 FQ~MAT<'1 1 ,6X,'LINES oF ORIGINAL SYSTEM~> 
29 16 READC5,13>ABUS,BBUs,zo 
30 13 FORMAT<6Xt2I2,2F10+4> 
31 IF <ABUS.EQ.O) GO TO 14 
32 WRITE<6,15>ABUS,BBUS,ZO 
33 15 FORMArc•o•,12x,•aus•,r2,a TO •,r2,3x,·z= •,F12.5, 1 tJ•,Ft2.5> 
34 YCABUS,ABUS)=Y<ABUS,ABUS>+l.O/ZO 
36 
:.38 
Y<BBUS,BBUS>=Y<BBUS,BBUS)+l+O/ZO 
YCABUS,BBUS>=YCABUS,BBUS)-1.0/ZO 
Y<BBUS,ABUS)~Y<BBUS~ABUS>-1.0/ZO 
GO TO 16 
39 C ADD GROUND TIES 
40 
·41 
14 READ(5,17>ABUS,ZO 
17 FORMATC6X,I2,2F10.4> 
IF <ABUS.EQ.O) GO TO 18 
9 FORMAT(YQ',4X,'GRCUND TIE AT BUS',I2,3X,'Z= a,F12.5,'+J', 
+F12+5) 
46 YCABUS,ABUS>=Y<ABUS,ABUS>+1.0/ZO 
47 GO TO 14 
48 18 CONTINUE 
49 C PRINT Y 
50 WRITEC6,23> 
51 23 FORMAT<'1.,10<•==========')) 
52 WRITE<6,24) 
53 24 FORMArc•o•,1oX,•YBUS<ORIGINAL)•) 
54 WRITE<6,25) 
55 25 FORMAT<•o•,lO<'==========•)) 
56 WRITEC6,26) 
57 26 FORMAT<•o•,6x,•YBUS MATRIX•> 
58 DO 27 I=l,BUS 
5~ DO 27 J=1,BUS 
60 WRITEC6,28)I,J,Y<I,J> 
61 28 FORMATC5X,'Y(•,I2,•,•,r2,•>= •,F12.5,•tJ',F12.5) 
62 27 CONTINUE 
\!)3 c 
64 C liEAD IN LOADS· 
65 
(~)8 
69 
70 
?1 
LMAXl=O 
72 READ(5,71>ABUS,BBUS,ZO 
71 FORMATC6X,2I2,2F10.4) 
IF <ABUS.EQ.O) GO TO 73 
BLOAD<BBUS>=ZO 
LMAX2<ABUS>=BBUS 
LMAXl=ABUS 
73 CONTINUE 
74 C READ IN BASE MVA, KV 
75 READC5,89>SBASE,VBASE 
76 89 FORMATC6X,2F10.5) 
77 IBASE=<SBASE*1000.0)/(VBASE*<3.0**0•5)) 
78 ZBASE=<VBASE**2)/SBASE 
79 c 
80 C READ IN MACHINE CONSTANTS 
81 C READ IN GENERATOR CONSTANTS 
82 READ(5,29>EG,DELG,NG 
83 29 FORMATC3F10.0) 
84 READC5,121>CCG<I>,I=1,13) 
85 121 FORMAT<6F10.0/7F10.0> 
86 CGC7)=CGC7>*120.0*XPI 
87 CG<8>=CG<8>*120.0*XPI 
88 CGC9)=CG<9>*120.0.XPI 
89 CGC10>=CG<10>*120.0*XPI 
90 GV<6>=CCGC1)·-CG(6))/K 
62 
136 
1. 3 7 
1.3 3 
-l ··x ,-) 
.1. · . ..; .. 
.:. -Yv 
141 
1.42 
143 
144 
145 
146 
:1.4'? 
148 
149 
150 
1.51 
:1.52 
153 
:1.54 
.155 
:L ~56 
1 r;.--, 
.  J,. 
:1.~58 
159 
:t <SO 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
163 
169 
1?0 
:1.71 
172 
1?3 
174 
175 
:1.?6 
177 
178 
1?9 
180 
c 
c 
c 
c 
422 FORMATC6F10.0/2F10.0> 
NBUS=1 
R2N(I)=REALCZ2NCI)) 
R3r·l ( I) =REAL<:;::;; ~ ·:~ I ;. ) 
Y I MN~I>=Y<BU~ (i ),BUN < I)) 
..:t2J CONTINUE 
IFCNUMIM.EQ.l) GO TO 423 
DO 103 I=2,NUMIM 
READ(5,104>BUCI),SLIP<I,1>,IXCI),zCI),NIM<I> 
104 FORMATCI10,F10.0,E10.4,2F10.0,I10) 
READ(5,105>ZMCI>,z2CI) 
105 FORMAT<4F10.0) 
R2<I>=REAL<Z2<I>> 
YIM< I )=Y<BU'< I) PBU< I)) 
ZIT1=AIMAGCZ2<I>> 
ZIT2=AIMAG<ZM<I)) 
BK<I>=<ZIT2**2.0)/CZIT1+ZIT2> 
TDO<I>=<ZIT1+ZIT2)/(120.0*XPI*REAL<Z2<I>>> 
ZIT3=AIMAG<Z<I>>+ZIT1*ZIT2/CZIT1+ZIT2> 
XPRIME<I>=CMPLXCREAL<ZC!)),ZIT3) 
103 CONTINUE 
423 CONTINUE 
READ IN DELTA T <TIME INCREMENT> 
READ(5,32>DELT 
32 FORMAT<6X,F10.4) 
REt1D LITER, IYES 
READC5,250>LITER,IYES,SMI 
250 FORMAT<2I10,F10.0) 
PRINT CONSTANTS 
laJRITE<6,62) 
+10C'==========')/6X,'GENERATOR BUS 1') 
WRITEC6,61>EG,DELG,NG,GV<1>,GV<2> 
61 FORMATC6X,'EG =•,E10.4,6X,•DELG= •,£10.4/7X,•NG= •, 
+E10.4,8X/7X, 1 LD= •,E10.4,7X,'LDC= •,E10.4) 
WRITEC6,140)CGV{!),I=3,9) 
63 
140 FORMAT<7X,'LF= •,E10.4,ax,•LQ= •,E10.4/6X,'LQC= ',E10.4, 
+BX,'MF= •,E10.4/7X,'MD= •,E10.4,8X,•MR= ',E10.4, 
+17X,'MQ= •,£10.4) 
WRITE<6,141)CGVCI),I=10,15) 
141 FORMAT<ax,•R= •,E10.4,8X,•RF= •,E10.4/7X,'RD= •,£10.4,8X, 
+'RQ= •,£10.4/SX,'H= •,E10.4/8X,•D= •,E10.4) 
WRITEC6,310lTAUJ,TAUD,TAUQ,XD,XDP,XQ,XQP 
310. FORMAT<'0',4X,•TAUJ=',E10.4,7X,•TAUD=',E10.4/5X,•TAUQ=•,. 
64 
181 +E10.4~ax,•xn=•,E10.4/6X,'XDP=•,E10.4,8X,•Xo=•,E10.4/6X, 
182 t'XQP=',E10.4,7X> 
183 WRITEC6,100) 
:t. B 4 t C· 0 F 0 F: M !~ T < • 0 • / • 0 • ., 6 X 1 • I N DUCT I C ~ .! ;-~ 'J T D f\ ( S ) -· -- -- 1. =NEW , G = C :· f!._ 2: \! E • ) 
185 ~RITEC6,101) 
1 8 t.S .i. V .l F 0 f~ i'1 A T ( 1 0 1 ' 2 X , 11 N U M it ; 3 X 1 1 BUS 1 1 3 X , J ..... I. ;:> C: :s 'f 4 X 1 a M 0 I 1 'f 1 4 -~ 1 ' ~ , 'f 
187 +17X,'ZM',16X,'Z2',16X,'ZJ•,1ox,•sLIP<T=O)•,sx,•POLES' ) 
188 ItO 106 I=1~NUMNU 
189 WRITE(6,107>BUN<I>,IXN<I>,ZN<I>,ZMN<I>,z2N<I>,Z3NCI), 
190 +SLIPNCI,1>,NIMNCI> 
191 107 FORMAT<•o•,4x,•1•,Jx,r3,5Xr'1',E10.4,5X,F6.3r'+Js,F6.3~4x, 
192 tF6.3,'tJ•,F6.3,4X,F6.3,•tJ•,F6.3,4X,F6.3,•tJ 1 ,F6.3,4X,F8.5, 
193 t7X, L3) 
194 106 CONTINUE 
195 IF CNUMIM.EQ.l) GO TO 424 
19~ DO 114 I=2,NUMIM 
197 WRITEC6,115)I,BU<I>,IX<I> ·,z<r>,zM<I>,z2<I>,SLIP(I,1),NIMCI> 
198 115 FORMAT<'0',2X,I3,3X,I3,5X,•o•.,Et0.4,5X,F6.3,•+J•,F6.3,4X, 
199 tF6.3,•tJ',F6.3,4X,F6.3,•tJ•,F6+3,22X,F8+5,7X,I3) 
200 114 CONTINUE 
?01 424 · CONTINUE 
202 WRITE(6,116) 
203 116 FORMAT<•o•;•o•> 
204 WRITE(6,65>DELT,SBASE,VBASE 
205 65 FORMAT<•o•;•o•,~x,•DELT= •,F10.4,•SECS 1 /7X,•SBASE=•,F10.4, 
206 +'MVA 1 /7X,'VBASE=',Fl0.4,•Kvu> 
207 c 
208 C ADD 
20'~ 
21.() 
211 
212 
~~14 280 
~2 1 !.5 285 
ON LINE MACHINES 
IF CNUMIM.EQ.1) GO TO 285 
DO 280 I=2,NUMIM 
ZD2=CMPLXCR2<Il/SLIP<I,1>,AIMAGCZ2<I>>} 
ZEQ=Z<I>+1.0/(1.0/ZM<I>+l.O/ZD2> 
YCBU<I>,BU<I>>=YCBUCI),BUCI>>+1.0/ZEQ 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
217 C FIND YH AND YA 
218 DO 19 I=l,BUS 
219 DO 19 J=l,BUS 
220 YMCI,J>=CABSCYCI,J)) 
221 IF <REAL(Y(I,J>>.NE.O.O) GO TO 20 
222 IF CAIMAGCYCI,J)).EQ.O.O) GO TO 21 
223 IF <AIMAGCYC!,J)).LT.O.O) GO TO 22 
224 YA<I,J>=XPI/2.0 
225 GO TO 19 
226 22 YA<I,J)=XPI/C-2.0) 
227 GO TO 19 
228 21 Y~<I~J>=O .C 
230 20 YA<I~J)=ATAN2CAIMAGCYCI,J) ) ,REAL < YC I,J ) ) ) 
231 19 CONTINUE 
234 
·: :~3 7 
C SET ALL VOLTAGES TO GENERATOR VOLTAGES 
DO 53 I=li~BUS 
'.JM (I) =EG 
'·.,'r' (I) =DELG 
53 CONTINUE 
:23? c 
::240 C PRINT BUS VOL TiiGES, SCHE-DULED LOADS, IF ANY 
!4H I TE ( 6, .? 4) 
65 
::.: ~q.J 
.244 
245 
246 
2.47 
248 
:249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
74 FORMAT<-li,20C•=====a);~o•,•sysTEM VOLT. AND LOADSCPU ) •, 
+/•o•,10C'==========') / '0'/'0',6X,•VBUS'~4x,•MAG<PU)'~ 
+10X,'ANG(DEG) 11 ) 
···>•=- ·-, .,~,J I 
25a 
::25i? 
2~~0 
26:1. 
26:3 
~~64 
265 
c 
DO 75 I=1,BUS 
AN=VA(I)*lSO.O/XPI 
WRITEC6,76)I,VMCI>,AN 
76 FORMATC6x,•vc•,r2,')= •,E12.5,5X,E12.5) 
75 CONTINUE 
WRITEC6,77) 
77 FORMAT<•o•;•o•;•o•,6x,•scHEDULED LOADSCINJECTED,PU>'> 
IF CLMAX1.EQ.O) GO TO 78 
DO 80 I=l PLi'1.~Xl 
WRITEC6,79)LMAX2CI),BLOADCLMAX2<I>> 
79 FORMAT<6X,'B(',I2,')= •,E12.5, 1 +J'~E12.5) 
80 CONTINUE 
GO TO 81 
:?8 WRITE(6,82) 
82 FORMATC'0',6X,•No SCHEDULED LOADS•> 
81 CONTINUE 
C CONVERT VOLTAGES TO CARTESIAN VARIABLES 
DO 83 I=l,BUS 
VBR=VM<I>*COS<VA<I>> 
VBI=VMCI)*SINCVACI)) 
266 VB<I>=CMPLX<VBR,VBI> 
267 83 CONTINUE 
268 c 
269 C FIND GENI 
270 GENI=Co.o,O.O) 
2?1 
'"' . ..,,., 
.... ·:.l ~ 
274 c 
DO :1.62 I=l,BUS 
GENI=GENI+YC1,I>*VB<I> 
CONTINUE 
275 C REMOVE ON LINE MODEL FROM YBUS 
276 IF CNUMIM.EQ.1) GO TO 411 
277 DO 110 I=2,NUMIM 
278 Y<BU<I>,BU<I>>=YIMCI) 
279 110 CONTINUE 
280 411 CONTINUE 
281 c 
2R2 C CONVERT SCHEDULED LOADS TO CONSTANT IMP. INSERT IN YBUS 
283 IF <LMAXl.EQ.O) GO TO 84 
284 DO 85 I=1,LMAX1 
285 LD=LHAX2<.I> 
286 DO 109 J=l,NUMIM 
287 IF <<LD.NE.BUCJ)).OR.<TYPE(J).EQ.1>> GO TO 109 
66 
288 YCLD,LD>=1.0/CVM(LD>**2/CONJGCBLOAD<LD>>)*C-1.0>+YIM<J> 
289 YIMCLD>=YCLD,LD> 
290 GO TO 85 
291 109 CONTINUE 
292 Y<LD,LD>=1.0/CVM<LD>**2/CONJGCBLOAD<LD>>>*C-l.O>+Y<LDtLD> 
293 85 CONTINUE 
294 84 CONTINUE 
295 c 
296 C FIND IC'S FOR ON-LINE MODELS 
297 IF <NUMIM.EQ.1) GO TO 410 
298 DO 221 I=2,NUMIM 
299 IB=BU<I> 
300 VTER=VB<IB> 
:3() l 
302 
:Y)4 
:305 
306 
:307 
308 
~~09 
310 
3:1.1 c 
410 
ZD2=CMPLXCR2<I>/SLIPCI,l>,AIMAGCZ2CI>>> 
ZP=l.O/Cl.O/ZMCI>+l.O/ZD2> 
ZECi=Z <I) +ZP 
EK<I,l>=JAY*BK<I>*VTER/CTDO<I>*XPRIME<I>> 
DUM=120.0*XPI*SLIPCI,l>+BK<I>ICTDO<I>*XPRIMECI)) 
EKCI,l>=EKCI~l)/(1.0/TDO<I>+JAY*DUM> 
IK<I>=<VTER-EK<I,1))/XPRIME<I> 
TL<I>=REALCEK<I~l>*CONJG<IK<I>> > 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
C PRINT IC7S FOR ON-LINE MOTORS 
3:1.3 
314 
IF CNUMIM.E0.1) GO TO 241 
WRITE(6,240) 
67 
316 DO 242 I=2,NUMIM 
317 WRITEC6,243>I,BUCI>,IKCI>,:KCI,1),TL<I> 
318 243 FORMATC3X,•No= •,r2,2X,"3US= a,r2,2X,aiK= •,E10.4,'tJ•, 
:319 +Eto.4,2x, 11 EK= • ·E1.o.4, •t . .J .. ~E1o.4,2x, •rL= • .,Et0.4> 
320 242 CONTINUE 
321 241 CONTINUE 
c 322 
323 C ADO EXTRA BUSES 
324 
325 
326 
~327 
·328 
329 
330 
:.33.1 
:3 :32 
333 
:::):)·~ 
:3;35 
:;)~5i? 
338 
~:~39 
340 
341 
:::} 4 :"2 
343 
344 
~345 
346 
34). 
348 
349 
:350 
3!52 c 
IEX=BUS+l 
Y<IEX,1>=-1.0/XGEN 
YCl,IEX>=Y<IEX-,1> 
Y<1•1>=Y<1,1>+1.0/XGEN 
Y<IEX,IEX>=l.O/XGEN 
DO 270 I=l,BUS 
IF <I.EQ.l) GO TO 270 
YCI-,IEX)=(OtO,O.O> 
Y<IEX,I>=Y(I,IEX) 
27() t:ONT INt.JE 
IF <NUMIM.EQ.1) GO TO 204 
DO 200 I=2,NUMIM 
IEX=BUS+I 
IYE=BU<I> 
DO 201 Il=l,IEX 
IF <Il.EQ.IYE) GO TO 202 
IF <Il.EQ.IEX> GO TO 203 
Y<IEX,Il>=<o.o,O.O> 
Y<I1,IEX>=<o.o,o.O) 
GO TO 201 
202 YCil,IEX>=-1.0/XPRIMECI) 
Y<~EX,I1>=Y<I1,IEX> 
GO TO 201 
203 YCI1,!1)=1.0/XPRIME<I> 
201 CONTINUE 
Y<IYE,IYE>=YCIYE,IYE>+l.O/XPRIME<I> 
200 CONTINUE 
:~04 CONTINUE 
353 C PRINT NEW YBUS 
354 IF <IYES.EQ.O) GO TO 473 
··.rr::· :.: 
· .. JdQ 
357 
:J5B 
359 
360 
WRITE<6,476) 
476 FORMAT<•1•,1oc•==========•);•o•,1oX,•NEW YBUs•;•o·~ 
+1oc·==========•>) 
IEX=BUS+NUMIM 
DO 474 I=l,IEX 
DO 474 J=1,IEX 
. : ... ::. .. ~ ... i- ;· 5 FoRM A r ( :s x ., !I ·{ \ .i " :r 2 " :I f ~ , I :. ..' , ;. :;:; !l , ;:- 1 : ., :: ~ " t- .J , :s (- : ~. : . '.:: ::: 
~o3 474 CONTINUE 
364 473 CONTINUE 
365 C SAVE NEW MOTOR AXIAL COMPONENT 
366 DO 426 I=l,NUMNU 
367 YIMN<I>=Y<BUNCI),BUNCI>> 
368 426 CONTINUE 
369 c 
37 0 C INITIALIZE VARIABLES 
371 FS(1)=60.0 
37:2 NYUK=O 
373 RPMIM=O.O 
374 L=O 
375 
37!3 
380 
3B:J. C 
l~GN=1. 0 
WREL=l.O 
TIMEC1>=0.0 
DO 429 I=1,NUMNU 
WIM<I,1)=0.0 
429 CONTINUE 
382 C FIND INITIAL DEL,VGEN 
383 POW=VB<l>*CONJGCGENI> 
384 IRV=CONJG<POW)/CABSCVBCl)) 
385 RC=REALCIRV) 
386 XC=AIMAG<IRV> 
387 ARGU=CGC2>*RC/CCABSCVB<1>>-CG(2>*XC> 
388 ANG2=ATAN2<AIMAG<V9Cl)),REALCVBC1))) 
389 DEL=ATANCARGU>+ANG2 
. 3'?() c 
391 C FIND TM,EFD 
392 VEE=CMPLXCCABS<VBC1)),0.0> 
393 CALL TRANSFCVEE,DEL,O> 
394 VD=AIMAG<VEE> 
395 VQ=REAL<VEE> 
396 CALL TRANSF<GENI,DEL,O> 
397 IP=AIMAGCGENI> 
398 IQ=REALCGENI> 
399 EDP=VD+IG*XDP 
400 EOP=VQ-IP*XDP 
401 TM=D+EDP*IP+EOP*IQ 
402 EFD=EQP+IP*<XDP-XD> 
403 V1=CABS<VBC1)) 
404 SE=AEX*EXP<BEX*EFD> 
405 VR=EFD*<KE+SE> 
68 
406 '):.5=0 + 0 
407 VS= <SE+KE>*EFD/KA 
408 WREF=l.O 
409 XPD=O.O 
410 XPi .. ·i=TM 
411 XPNOT=TM 
412 PRINT*,•Vt=•,v1 
413 PRINT*,•SE=•,sE 
414 PRINf*,'VR=•,vR 
415 PRINT*,•vs=•,vs 
416 VGEN=CMPLX<EQP~EDP> 
417 CALL TRANSF<GENI,DEL,l) 
418. CALL fRANSF<VGEN,DEL,l) 
419 PRINT*,•DEL=',DEL 
420 PRINT*,•EDP=•,EDP 
422 PRINT*,•IP=',IP 
423 PRINT*,•IQ=',IQ 
424 PRINT*,•VGENO-=',VGEN 
425 PRINT*,•CONl=',CONl,• CON2=•,cON2 
426 c 
42 7 C PRINT HEADINGS 
428 173 WRITE<6,68) 
69 
429 68 FORMATC•1•,1o<•==========')/'O',•STABILifY ANALYSIS-GEN•, 
430 +;•o•,to<·==========·>> 
431 WRITEC6,67) 
432 67 FORMATc•o•,4x,•TIME',SX,•Fs•,ijX,KVGEN 1 ,18X,aCGEN',13X, 
433 +"WGEN•,5x,•MOTOR IMPED•> 
434 c 
435 
43,~ 
437 
438 
4:39 
440 
441 
C FIND 0+ TERMINAL CURRENT OF GEN. 
LU=BUN(l) 
DO 427 I=l,NUMNU 
ZD2=CMPLX<R2NCI)/SLIPNCI,1>,AIMAGCZ2NCI))) 
ZD3=CMPLX<R3N<I>ISLIPNCI,1>,AIMAG<Z3N<I>>> 
ZP=1.0/(l.O/ZMNCI>+l.O/ZD2+1.0/ZD3> 
ZEQ=ZN<I>+ZP . 
442 Y<LU,LU>=Y<LU,LU>+l.O/ZEQ 
443 427 CONTINUE 
444 c 
445 C UPDATE VOLTAGES WITH NEW MOTOR 
446 
447 c 
448 
449 
450 
57 CALL DELVBCVB,Y,VGEN,EK_,BUS,NUMIM,16,12,200,L+1> 
FIND GENI 
LOW=BUS+l 
GENI=YCLOW,LOW>*VGEN 
DO 470 I=l,BUS 
70 
451 GENI=GENI+Y<LOW,I>*VB<I> 
452 470 CONTINUE 
453 DO 471 I=l,NUMIM 
454 IF <I.EQ.1) GO TO 471 
455 LOX=BUS+I 
456 GENI=GENI+Y<LOW,LOX>*EKCI,L+l> 
457 471 CONTINUE 
458 c 
459 C PRINT CURRENT VALUES 
460 LU=BUN(!) 
461 VEE=l.O/CY<LU,LU)-YIMNC1)) 
462 WGEN=WREL*120.0*XPI 
463 XVGM=CABS<VGEN) 
464 XVGA=ATAN2<AIMAG<VGEN>,REALCVGEN>>*180.0/XPI 
465 XGM=CABS<GENI> 
466 XGA=ATAN2CAIMAGCGENI>,REAL<GENI>>*180.0/XPI 
467 VMON<L+l>=VBCBUNC1)) 
468 WRITEC6,66)TIME<L+1),FS<L+l>,XVGM,XVGA,XGM,XGA,WGEN,VEE 
469 66 FORMAT<2X,F10.4,8<1X,E10.4)) 
470 IF CL.EQ.LITER> GO TO 300 
471 c 
472 C FIND TORQUE 
473 
474 
475 
476 
477 
478 
479 
480 
481 
482 
483 
484 
485 
486 
487 
488 
489 c 
DO 428 I=l,NUMNU 
ZD2=CMPLX<R2N<I>ISLIPN<I,L+l>,AIMAG<Z2N<I>>> 
ZD3=CMPLX<R3N<I>ISLIPN<I,L+l>,AIMAGCZ3N<I>>> 
ZP=l.O/C1.0/ZMNCI>+1.0/ZD2t1.0/ZD3> 
ZEG=ZN<I>+ZP I 
V=VB<BUNCI>> 
I2=V*ZP/ZEQ/ZD2*IBASE 
I3=V*ZP/ZEG/ZD3*IBASE 
TORK=3.0*<<CABS<I2>**2>*R2NCI>+<CABS<I3>**2>*R3NC!)) 
TORK=TORK*ZBASE/CSLIPN(I,L+1>*240~0*XPi/NIMN(I)) 
XX=CON2<I>*SLIPNCI,Lt1> 
TLOAD=EXPCXX> 
TLOAD=TLOAD*CONl<I> 
T=TORK-TLOAD 
WIMCI,L+2>=<T*DELT/IXN<I>>+WIM<I,Lt1> 
428 CONTINUE 
490 C SOLVE GENERATER DIFF EQUATIONS 
491 CALL TRANSF<GENI,DEL~O) 
492 CALL TRANSF<VGEN,DEL,O) 
493 EDP=AIMAG<VGEN> 
494 EQP=REALCVGEN) 
495 IP=AIMAG<GENI> 
4 ':_:.6 
. ~ -: . .. _.; ·_? c 
... 
. :···. ,-· , c t::• 
4 ':-" '/ 
::iOO 
~:SOl 
502 
~so:·:~ 
504 
!505 
5()6 
!50? 
508 
~509 
510 
51 1 
;-.; :1.2 
!.:51.3 
514 
~5l5 
~;:; 1. {s 
51~? 
!518 
519 
520 
~):::2 :t 
~5:~2 
~5::!3 
!.524 
525 
!.526 
~527 
528 
!5:~~; 
530 
~.=;~~ 1 
•::: ·-x ,..) 
"-'"'J.,;.. 
533 
:534 
535 
!5 :.":)6 
5~3:7 
!5:.38 
539 
~.i4() 
I Q=I~E,~L < GEN I) 
SOL~~ DE WITH RUNGE KUTTA 
-.; i .. ;;;;CABS (VB ( 1)) 
LL;;;;J. 
DELL=DELT*120.0*XPI 
EDPO=EDF' 
EQPO=EGF' 
WRELO=WF~EL 
DELO=DEL 
IJ30=V3 
~JRO=VR 
EFDO=EFD 
XF'MO=XF'M 
><PDO=XPD 
ED~:~=O. 0 
EQK=O.O 
WRELK=O.O 
DELK=O.O 
V3K=0+0 
t,)RK=0. 0 
EFDK=O.O 
XF'MK=O.O 
XPDI"\=0. 0 
501 TM=X:F'M/WREL 
EDD=<-EDP-<XQ-XQP>*IQ)/TAUQ 
EQD=<EFD-EQPt<XD-XDP>*IF')/TAUD 
WRELD=(TM-D*WREL-<EDP*IP+EQP*IQ))/TAUJ 
.OELD=WREL-1.0 
SE=AEX*EXP<BEX*EFD) 
'..) 3 D=V 3D/TAU F 
VRD=<-KA*CV1tV3>-VRtKA*CVREFtVS>>ITAUA 
EFDD= < VR- ( SE +KE) *EFD) /T ;1UE -
71 
XPMD=<XPNOT+XPD-XPM)/TEE3 
XPDD=<<WREF-WREL>*XK1/TEE1-XK1*TEE2*WRELD/TEE1-XPD/TEE1> 
EDF'=EDD*DELL 
Et]F'=EQD*DELL 
WHEL=t~RELD*DELL 
DEL=DELD*DELL 
'.J3=lJ3D*DELL 
VH=VRD*DELL 
EFD=EFDD*DELL 
XPM=XF'MD*DELL 
72 
541 XPD=XPDD*DELL 
542 CONS=l.O 
543 IF<CLL.EQ.3>.0R.<LL~CG.2)) CONS=2+0 
544 EDK=EDK+CONS*EDP 
54 6 W F: E L t< = WF; C L i'\ + C 0 N S ::l( ~ ;::.; i~ L. 
547 DELK=DELK+CONS*DEL 
548 V3K=V3K+CONS*V3 
j49 VKK=VRK+CONS*VR 
j50 EFDK=EFDK+CONS*EFD 
551 XPMK=XPMK+CONS*XPM 
552 XPDK=XPDK+CONS*XPD 
353 CONS=l.O 
554 IF<<LL.EQ.l>.OR.CLL.EQ.2)) CONS=2.0 
555 IFCLL.EQ.4) GO TO 502 
556 . EDP=EDPO+EDP/CONS 
S57 EQP=EOPOtEQP/CONS 
558 WREL=WRELO+WREL/CONS 
~.55? DEL=DELO+DEL/CONS 
560 V3=V30+V3/CONS 
561 VR=VRO+VR/CONS 
562 IF<VR.GT.VRMAX) VR=VRMAX 
563 IF<VR.LT.VRMIN> VR=VRMIN 
564 EFD=EFDO+EFD/CONS 
565 IFCEFD.GT.EFDMA) EFD=EFDMA 
566 IFCEFD.LT.EFDMI> EFD=EFDMI 
~.5<":) :_., XPM=XF'MO+ XPM/CONS 
568 XPD=XPDO+XPD/CONS 
569 LL=Lltl 
570 GO TO 501 
571 502 EDP=EDPO+EDK/6.0 
572 EQP=EQPO+EQK/6.0 
573 WREL=WRELO+WRELK/6~0 
574 DEL=DELO+DELK/6.0 
575 V3=V30+V3K/6.0 
576 VR=VRO+VRK/6.0 
5 77 IF<VR.GT.VRMAX> VR=VRMAX 
578 IFCVR.LT.VRMIN) VR=VRMIN 
579 EFD=EFDO+EFDK/6.0 
580 IF<EFD.GT.EFDMA> EFD=EFDMA 
581 IF<EFD.LT.EFDMI> EFD=E~DMI 
582 XPM=XPMO+XPMK/6.0 
583 XPD=XPDO+XPDK/6.0 
588 c 
589 c 
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600 
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60::~ c 
VGEN=CMPLXCEQP,EDP> 
CALL TRANSF<VGEN,DEL,1) 
CALL MOTOR TO FIND NEW EK ~ S 
IFCNUMIM.EQ.1) GO TO 235 
WGEN=FS<L+1>*2·0*XPl 
DO 236 I=2,NUMIM 
SLI=SLIP<I!l'L+1> 
E 1': EX= E K ( I , L t 1 ) 
'v'K < I ) =V :E: ( BU < I ) ) 
CALL XMOTORCEKEX,VKCI),SLI,WGEN,TL<I>,BKCI),TDOCI), 
+DELT!l'IX(I),XPRIME<I>> 
SLIF'<I,L+2>=SLI 
EK<I,Lt2)=EKEX 
236 CONTINUE 
235 CONTINUE 
603 C DETERMINE NEW FREQUENCY,SLIP 
604 FS<L+2>=WREL*60.0 
605 WSS=WREL*120.0*XPI 
606 DO 430 I=l,NUMNU 
607 SLIPNCI,Lt2>=<WSS-WIM(I,L+2>>1WSS 
608 430 CONTINUE 
609 c 
610 C UPDATE MOTOR IN YBUS 
611 LU=BUN<1> 
612 YCLU,LU>=YIMNC1) 
613 DO 431 I=1,NUMNU 
A14 ZD2=CMPLX<R2NCI)/SLIPNCI,L+2>,AIMAGCZ2NCI))) 
615 ZD3=CMPLX<R3N<I>ISLIPNCiflt2),AIMAGCZ3NCI))) 
616 ZP=1.0/(l.O/ZMN<I>t1.0/ZD2+1.0/ZD3) 
617 ZEQ=ZN<I>+ZP 
618 YCLU,LU>=YCLU,LU>+1.0/ZEQ 
619 431 CONTINUE 
620 L=t+l 
621 TIME<Lt1)=TIME<L>+DELT 
622 IF <NYUK.EQ.l) GO TO 451 
623 DO 450 I=l,NUMNU 
624 IF<SLIPNCI,L+1>.GT.SMI> GO TO 450 
625 DELT=DELT/2.0 
c)26 NYUK=l 
627 GO TO 451 
628 450 CONTINUE 
6~Q 451 CONTINUE 
630 GO TO 57 
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300 CONTINUE 
WRITE<6,432) 
t;•o•,lo<·==========·>> 
439 READC5,433>MNNUM 
433 FORMAT<I10) 
IF <MNNUM.EQ.O) GO TO 434 
WRITEC6,435>MNNUM,BUN<MNNUM> 
435 FORMATC'O',lOX,'DATA FOR NEW MOTOR t',I2,• BUS t•,I2> 
WRITEC6,436) 
74 
436 FORMAT<'0',4X,'TIME',SX,•Fs•,sx,•sLIP',7X,•wMOT',13X,•VMOT') 
MOMAX=LITER+l 
DO 437 I=l,MOMAX 
VMM=CABS<VMON<I>> 
VMA=ATAN2<AIMAGCVMONCI)),REALCVMON<I>>>*180.0/XPI 
WRITEC6,438>TIME<I>,FS<I>,SLIPNCMNNUM,I>,WIM<MNNUM,I), 
+VMM,VMA 
438 FORMATC2X,Fl0.4,5C1X,E10.4)) 
437 CONTINUE 
GO TO 439 
434 CONTINUE 
PRINT OUT DATA FOR ON LINE MOTORS 
IF <NUMIM.EQ.l) GO TO 443 
WRITE<6,441) 
441 FORMAT<'1',10<•==========•)/'0•,•srABILITY DATA OL MOTORs•, 
t;•o•,lo<·==========·>> 
448 READC5,442>0LNUM 
442 FORMAT<IlO> 
IF COLNUM.EQ.O> GO TO 443 
WRITE(6,444)0LNUM,BU<OLNUM> 
444 FORMAT<'0',10X,•DATA FOR OL MOTOR t•,r2,• eus t•,r2> 
WRITE(6,445) 
445 FORMATC'0',4x,•TIME•,ax,•Fs•,ax,~sLIP•,13X~'EK~> 
MOMAX=LITER+l 
DO 446 I=l,MOMAX 
VMM=CABS<EKCOLNUM,I>> 
VMA=ATAN2CAIMAGCEK<OLNUM,I)),REALCEK<OLNUM,I>>>*180.0/XPI 
WRITEC6,447>TIME<I>,FS<I>,SLIPCOLNUM,I>,VMM,VMA 
447 FORMATC2X,F10.4,4<1X,E10.4)) 
446 CONTINUE 
GO TO 448 
443 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
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SUBROUTINE NEWRAF<YMAG,YANG,VMAG,VANG,BUS,INDICA,BLO , Nn> 
REAL MMP(16),MMQC1~)~JACC38~38 ) ,DELV<16) 
C:OMPLE:X: BLO < NR) 
INTEGER BUS 
IF <BUS~EQ~1> RETURN 
DO 1 III=1.,30 
C COMPUTE MISMATCH VECTOR 
INDICA=O 
DO 33 I=2!1BUS 
SPOSF'=O.O 
SF'OSQ=O.O 
MMF'<I>=O.O 
MMQCI>=O.O 
DO 34 J=l,BUS 
ARGUM=VANGCI)-VANG<J -YANG(I,J) 
SPFLO=VMAG<I>*VMAG<J *YMAG(I,J>*COS(ARGUM)*(-1.0> 
SQFLO=VMAGCI)*VMA~CJ *YMAG<I,J>~SIN(ARGUM)~( -1.0 ) 
IF CSPFLO.LT.O.O) GO TO 35 
SPOSP=SPOSP+SPFLO 
35 IF CSQFLO.LT.O.O> GO TO 36 
SPOSQ=SPOSQ+SGFLO 
36 M~P<I>=MMP<I>+SPFLO 
MMQ<I>=MMQ<I>tSQFLO 
34 CONTINUE 
IF <REAL<BLO<I>>.LT.O.O> GO T0,37 
SPOSP=SPOSP+REALCBLO(I)) 
37 IF <AIMAG<BLO<I>>.LT.O.O) GO TO 38 
SPOSQ=SPOSQ+AIMAG<BLO CI) ) 
38 MMP<I>=MMP<I>+REAL<BLO(I)) 
MMQ<I>=MMQ(I)tAIMAG CB LO(I )) 
ERRP=O.OOOOl*SPOSP 
ERRQ=0.00001%SPOSQ 
r F < < A B s ( M M P < I > ; • L r • E n n P ) • ~~~ i") r: • ( i=·~ r: ~3 < i'·n·~ G < I ) ;: + L r . E ;::.: F c~ ; ) 
+GO TO 33 
INDICA=1 
33 CONTINUE 
C TEST FOR SOLUTION END 
IF <INDICA.EQ.O) GO TO 51 
C FORM JACOBIAN MATRIX 
DO 40 I=2~BUS 
DO 40 .J=2, BUS 
IF <I.EQ.J) GO TO 41 
ARGU=VANGCI)-VANGCJ)-YANG<I~J) 
JAC<I-1,J-1>=VMAGCI)*VMAGCJ)*Y~AGCI,J)*SINCARGU) 
JAC<BUS-2+I,J-1)=C-1.0)*VMAGCI)*VMAC(J)~YMAG(!,J) 
+*COS<ARGIJ) 
GO TO 4<) 
41 JACCI-l,J-1>=0.0 
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JACCBUS-2ti,J-1)=0.0 
D 0 4 3 L = 1 , BUS-
IF <L.EQ.I) GO TO 43 
ARGU=VANG<I>-VANG(L)-YANGCI~L> 
JAC<I-1,J-1)=JAC(I-1,J-1)-VMAG(I)*VMAG<l>*YMAG<I,L> 
+*SIN<ARGU) 
JACCBUS-2ti,J-1)=JAC<BUS-2ti,J-1)t 
tVMAG<I>*VMAG<L>*YMAGCI,L>*COS CARGU) 
43 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 
DO 44 I=2,BUS 
DO 44 J=2,BUS 
IF CI.EQ.J) GO TO 45 
ARGU=VANG<I>-VANG<J>-YANGCI,J) 
JAC<I-l,BUS-2+J>=VMAG<I>*YMAGCI,J>*COS CARGU) 
JACCBUS-2+I,BUS-2+J>=VMAG<I>*YMAG<I~J>*SIN(ARGIJ) 
GO TO 44 
76 
45 JAC<I-l,BUS-2+J>=2.0~VMAG<I>*YMAGCI,I)*COS<-YANG<I,I)) 
JACCBUS-2+I,BUS-2tJ>=2.0*VMAG<I )*YMAG< I~I>*SINC-YANG ( I,I)J 
DO 46 L=l,BUS 
IF <L.EQ.I) GO TO 46 
ARGU=VANG<I>-VANGCL>-YANG<I~L) 
JAC<I-1,BUS-2tJ)=JAC<I-1,BUS-2tJ>+VMAG<L>*YMAGCI,L ; 
+*COS<ARGU> 
JAC < BUS-2+ I, BUS-2+.J) =Ji'"'C < E:US-2+ I!' E:US-2 +J) + 
+VMAG<L>*YMAG<I,L>*SINCARGU> 
46 CONTINUE 
44 CONTINUE 
L.~ST=2*BUS-2 
CALL SHICOL<JAC,LAST~38) 
DO 47 I=l.~LAST 
DEL \.1 ( I ) ::::0 + 0 
DO 47 .J=l., LielST 
IF (J.GT.BUS-1) GO TO 48 
DELVCI)=DELVCI>+JAC(I,J>*MMP<J+l> 
GD TO 47 
48 DELV <I) =DEL'.)< I) +.Jt1C C: I " .J) t.HMC~ < .J ··  r:u~3+2) 
47 CONTINUE 
UPDATE SOLUTION 
DO 49 I=l!'L,~ST 
IF <I.GE.BUS) GO TO 50 
1
·..-'ANG< I+l ) ='.J,~rNG< I+l >+\)(L'v'C I) 
GO TO 49 
50 'v' M ,<\ G < I -BUS+ 2 ) = '.J M ti G ( I - f: US+ 2 ) +DEL 'J ( I ) 
49 CONTINUE 
1 CONTINUE 
51 RETUHN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE TRANSFCX,ANG,LITE> 
COMPLEX X 
REAL ANG 
IF <LITE.EQ.1) GO TO 10 
XR=COS < t'1NG) 
XC=-SIN<ANG) 
X=X*CMF'LX<XR,XC> 
RETURN 
XR=COS<ANG) 
XC=SIN<ANG) 
X=X*CMF'LX<XR,XC> 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SRICOL<A,IS,NR> 
·A~ IS MATRIX TO BE INVERTED 
REAL A<NR,NR) 
DO 50 I=l,IS 
DO 51 J=l,IS 
DO 51 K=l,IS 
IF<<J.EQ.I).OR.<K.EG.I>> GO TO 51 
A(J,K>=ACJ,K)-A(J,I>*A<I,K>IA<I,I> 
51 CONTINUE 
A<I,I>=1.0/A(I,I>*<-1.0) 
DO 52 J=l,IS 
IF<J.EQ.I) GO TO 52 
ACI,J>=ACI,J>*A<I,I> 
ACJ,I>=A(J,I>*A<I~I> 
52 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE · 
DO 53 I=1,IS 
DO 53 J=1,IS 
A<I,J>=A<I,J>*<-1.0) 
53 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
77 
78 
808 SUBROUTINE DELVB<VB,Y,VGEN,EK~BUS,NUMIM,NR,NR2,NR3,ITIME> 
809 COMPLEX VBCNR),Y(NR,NR>,EKCNR2,NR3),VGEN,V,DELVO 
810 INTEGER BUS 
811 IEX=BUStl 
8.12 L :::O 
813 30 LITE=O 
814 DO 10 I=1,BUS 
815 V=-Y<I,IEX>*VGEN 
816 DO 11 J=1,NUMIM 
817 IF <J.EQ.l) GO TO 11 
818 IBX=BUS+J 
819 V=V-Y<I,IBX>*EK<J,ITIME> 
820 11 CONTINUE 
821 DO 12 II=1,BUS 
822 IF <II.EQ.I) GO TO 12 
823 V=V-Y(!,II>*VB<II) 
824 12 CONTINUE 
825 V=V/Y(I,I> 
826 XR=REAL<V-VB<I>> 
827 XI=AIMAG <V-VB<I>> 
828 AXR=ABSCXR) 
S:2'? AXI=ABS ( >:I) 
830 IF <<AXR.LT.0.0001>.AND.<A XI.LT.0.0001)) GO TO 60 
831 LITE=1 
832 60 XR=XR*1.6 
833 XI=XI*1.b 
834 DELVO=CMPLX<XR,XI> 
835 VB<I>=VB<I)+DELVO 
836 10 CONTINUE 
837 IF CLITE.EQ.O) RE TURN 
838 IF <L.GE.150) GO TO 20 
839 L=Ltl 
840 GO TO 30 
841 20 WRITE<6,50) 
842 so FORMAT<5x,·ERROR IN DELVB 1 > 
843 PRINT*,VB 
B4 4 STOP 
845 END 
79 
846 SUBROUTINE XMOTORCEK,VK,SK,WG,TL,BK,TDO,DELT,H,lMP) 
847 COMPLEX EK,IK,DWM,DEK,DWM1,DWM2,DWM3,DWM4 
848 COMPLEX DEK1,DEK2,DEK3,DEK4,EKO,J,VK,IMP 
849 REAL SK,WG,TL,BK,TDO,DELT,H 
850 K=O 
851 XPI=4.0*ATAN<1.0) 
852 J=CMPLX<O.O,l.O> 
853 Xl=-WG/2.0/H 
854 X2=BK/TDO 
855 X3=-1.0/TDO 
856 WM=Cl.O-SK>*WG 
857 WMO=WM 
858 EKO=EK 
859 4 IK=<VK-EK)/IMP 
860 DWM=Xl*(TL-REAL<EK*CONJG<IK>>> 
861 X4=-120~0*XPI*SK 
862 DEK=CMPLXCX3,X4>*EK+J*X2*IK 
863 IF CK.EQ.l) GO TO 1 
864 IF <K.EQ.2) GO TO 2 
865 IF <K.E0.3) GO TO 3 
866 DWMl=DWM*DELT 
8 67 DEKl=DEK*DELT 
868 EK=EKO+DEKl/2.0 
869 WM=WMO+DWMl/2.0 
870 SK=<WG-WM)/WG 
'871 K=Ktl 
872 GO TO 4 
873 1 DWM2=DWM*DELT 
874 DEK2=DEK*DELT 
875 EK=EKO+DEK2/2.0 
876 WM=WMO+DWM2/2.0 
877 SK=CWG-WM>IWG 
878 K=K+l 
879 GO TO 4 
880 2 DWM3=DWM*DELT 
881 DEK3=DEK*DELT 
882 EK=EKO+DEK3 
883 WM=WMO+DWM3 
884 SK=CWG-WM>IWG 
885 K=Ktl 
886 GO TO 4 
887 3 DWM4=DWM*DELT 
888 DEK4=DEK*DELT 
889 EK=EKO+<DEK1+2.0*<DEK2+DEK3)tDEK4)/6.0 
890 WM=WMO+CDWM1+2.0*<DWM2+DWM3>+DWM4)/6.0 
891 SK=CWG-WM>/WG 
892 RETURN 
893 END 
